MAKING A GREAT CONNECTION

Crane Copper Tube

Propress™

viega
Internationally proven, state-of-the-art technology!

→ A German Innovation with International Success:
The Viega Propress system integrates state-of-the-art press-fit technology and purpose designed fittings to deliver today’s fastest, most efficient and most reliable copper tube connection method for gas, water, compressed air and oil delivery applications.

→ From Nothing to 75% Market Share in Just a Decade:
Since introduction of the Viega Propress system in 1995, the acceptance of press-fit technology has been meteoric. It now enjoys a 75% share of the highly competitive German potable water plumbing market which exceeds 152 million metres of copper tube installations per year. Press-fit technology has also taken a 95% share of all German gas installations using copper tube.

→ Now Viega is Storming Other International Markets:
The Viega Propress system has also been individually adapted and developed to suit many international markets and their specific standards, enabling rapid and sustained success in North America, England, Asia and other European markets. Through the partnership with Crane Copper Tube, Australia will now enjoy the same access to this very impressive, time and cost saving technology.

→ Precision Engineering on a Global Scale:
Viega began manufacturing in 1899, and now operates four of the most modern and sophisticated manufacturing facilities in Germany today. Viega established its own foundry in 1988, and now employs some 2,000 people producing more than 10,000 item lines for more than 15 market regions across the globe.
Crane Copper Tube... Australia’s most trusted and recognised manufacturer and distributor of copper tube and associated joining systems since 1959.

A billion fittings speak for themselves!

→ More than One Billion Viega Propress Fittings Sold Worldwide:
A measure of the true success of the Viega Propress system is the enormous acceptance and utilisation of components around the world. Hundreds of millions of Propress fittings are sold every year, and well over one billion fittings are already in use around the world.

→ Tested to Recognised International and Australian Standards:
Viega Propress fittings are manufactured using the highest quality materials and state-of-the-art equipment to deliver guaranteed results every time. An extensive range of Propress fittings has been developed specifically to suit Crane copper tube manufactured to AS1432. All fittings have been tested to strict internationally recognised standards and comply with Australian standards where applicable.

→ The Confidence of a 25 Year Warranty:
Although Crane copper tube is the preferred tube, Propress™ fittings are warranted for 25 years against leaks, faulty materials and manufacture when installed to specification on AS1432 complying copper tube.

Viega is seen today as a trailblazer and developer of innovations closely attuned to market needs.
The best connections are backed by Crane Copper Tube

→ Experience Spanning More Than 45 Years: Crane Copper Tube has a history rich in success and achievements. Today the company is a leading Australasian manufacturer, and a showcase of Australian industry at its best. As part of the publicly listed and highly respected Crane Group of Companies with its substantial portfolio of assets, Crane Copper Tube has the financial and corporate strength to invest in the people and technology essential to ensure its continued growth and the long-term success of the Viega Propress system throughout our region.

→ Quality Certified Copper Tube Manufacturer: At its manufacturing plant in Penrith, 50km west of Sydney, Crane Copper Tube has invested heavily in the latest technology, creating an infrastructure which manufactures copper tube of the highest quality to a range of international standards for local and export markets.

→ Crane Copper Tube and Viega Propress makes a Complete Professional System Solution: The Viega Propress System is a complete installation solution, integrating the highest quality Crane copper tube with an extensive range of Propress fittings to suit gas, water, compressed air and oil delivery installations, and includes purpose designed professional electric pressing tools which guarantee fast and reliable gas and watertight joints every time.

→ A Profitable Partnership with Our Clients: With the introduction of the Viega Propress cold jointing press-fit system, the Crane team can play a vital role in improving the cost efficiency of your installations and in developing and supporting you with new business opportunities.

→ A Reputation You Can Connect With Every Day: Crane Copper Tube has a reputation for exceptional quality and innovations in our industry. The Viega Propress system is one such innovation which has already proven itself as both practical and reliable, but above all the best and most cost effective enhancement available to your business today.